Ministry-Single File
Dorothy Gish

Tis not so much "I do" or die,
As to find out who's me, myself and I,
Just to mope and grope for that center aisle,
Is to shun the fun of the single file!
(Jepson, 1970, p.13)
Single file! It doesn't even sound appealing; how can it be fun?
Or as one female writer put it: "No man's land-augh"
(Tompkins, 1965). Ben Franklin reputedly said, "A single man is
an incomplete animal. He resembles the odd half of a pair of
scissors [sic]." Who are these odd people called singles?
Singles Are Not an Homogeneous Population
The story is told of a single man entering a restaurant. To the
hostess's question, "Are you alone?" he replied, "No, there are 59
million of us!'' But who are those 59 million? Some time ago I went
to Pennsylvania Psychological Association's annual meeting and
while there attended a session on singles. At that session I heard a
team of faculty persons discuss a continuing education non-credit
course they were giving. I found it rather blah, so I left after an
hour. However, they did make one very important point; important because it concerned what I had learned from experience-that
singles are not a homogeneous group.
As a group, singles constitute a large percentage of our population. The New York Times recently said 40 percent of the U.S.
population is currently single. The decade from 1970 to 1980 saw a
51 percent rise in women living alone and a 92 percent rise in men
living alone.
About a decade ago when I first began speaking on behalf of
singles, I was invited to a Pennsylvania church to do a singles con-
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ference. I went rather naively, assuming that I would address people who had never married. When I arrived, I found that was far
from the case. It was a fairly good-sized group with about a third of
them divorced men who were happy to be free again. About half
were divorced women who were bitter and resentful, because they
still had all the responsibility of marriage and none of the privileges
of being single. There was a widower who could hardly wait to find
somebody to marry and two or three women who had never married. So I confronted the fact that there are indeed different states
within the single population.
As I reflected on this, I observed that singles are composed of at
least four distinctly different groups. The percentage of the population in each of these groups differs and many of their problems are
different. According to the 1980 census, of the 59 million unmarried adults in America, 54 percent have never married, 18 percent
are divorced, 5 percent are separated, and 22 percent are widowed.
But even that doesn't tell the whole story. I think each of these
populations can be divided into two groups-which, for want of
better terms, I refer to as the free and the restricted.
Basically, then, there are eight subgroups of singles. Those who
have never married, but who realize that it is a voluntary choice,
fall into the free group. Those still desperately looking and longing
for marriage and feeling like they have failed because no one has
chosen them would fall into the restricted category. The widowed
who have faced and dealt with their sorrow and, while treasuring
the past nonetheless live in the present, are the free ones. It's always
surprising to me how many widowed people reject the term single.
It's almost as if they see their singleness as an inferior state to which
they refuse to be banished by proclaiming the fact that they are not
single, only spouseless. A fair percentage of such persons have a
distorted view of the past which they refuse to relinquish. These
would be in the restricted category.
I have a very dear friend who was certainly among the nevermarried free category. Then at age 60, she married for the first
time. Three years later, her husband suddenly died of a heart attack. When I saw her, I wasn't sure what to say to her, but she
summed it up well by saying she was going to use the past to enrich
the present. I like that. Incidentally, within a year she was remarried and is traveling all over the world.
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The separated population is the most difficult group in which to
find people who fall into the free category. These people
acknowledge the fact that their marriage for one reason or another
is not working, and at least for the time being they are going to
separate. It seems to me that it is much easier for the separated to
automatically fall into the restricted category. There is always the
hope that things will work out and the underlying current of trying.
These possibilities mitigate against making free choices in the present and planning firmly for the future.
The divorced live in double jeopardy; not only are they
spouseless, but many times they are seen as being so because of
their own ineptness or defect. They couldn't make the marriage
work and they couldn't, like widows or widowers, bury the
evidence of their failing. Many of us know what it is to have
someone around with whom we are at odds. It's an emotionally
and spiritually draining situation. The person who has left behind
the self-doubt, bitterness, guilt and attendant pain that are part of
divorce would be in the free category. This does not mean that
there will be no times of dealing with self-doubt, defeat and bitterness. The spouse with the children and the remaining responsibilities of the marriage is more likely to be in the restricted
category.
How Can We Minister to This Diverse Group?
1. Encourage the Christian Basis for Self-Esteem
In today's culture it is very easy for our worth to be dependent
upon things we have very little control over-age, looks, power,
inoney. If we feel we are loved and totally accepted by another
person in reciprocal commitment proclaimed through marriage,
that sense of belonging and care contributes to our self-esteem.
However, it is important in the church to teach that the basis for
our self-esteem comes from the fact that God created us in his
image. Not only are we made in God's image, but He loved us so
much He sent His only Son to provide for our redemption. We are
twice His-we are created by Him and redeemed by Him. In His
plan He decided to make each of us unique and, I am convinced,
just exactly right-to bring glory to His name. We need to proclaim
that, so people begin to see and internalize the fact that God's love
is so great that nothing I do can make Him love me less. By the
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same token, nothing I do makes Him love me more. His love does
not depend upon my performance or my achievements. Rather his
love depends on the fact that He made me in His image. While we
all need to be reminded of our importance from the biblical
perspective, it is essential that single people hear that their acceptance by God is not dependent on their marital status. It is based on
the fact that they are beings created in His image, to bring glory to
Him.
2. Support Singleness as a Viable Biblical Option
In a culture that tells people not only that marriage is desirable,
but seems increasingly to suggest that ''the earlier, the better,'' we
can do some good preventive work by helping our young people see
that celibacy is an option they should consider; not particularly
permanent celibacy, but the idea that, for a time, they make a commitment to developing themselves singly as whole people whom
God can use in greater service.
For the church to "help single people with their problem" is not
enough to give flesh to what the Gospel says on singleness and marriage. It needs to be taught as Christian truth. Singleness is thefirst
normal state for every Christian. Marriage is honorable and
existing marriages are to be nurtured; yet "there exists no Christian
imperative to marry as soon as one can, or to prefer marriage over
singleness as a more whole or wholesome situation." (Yoder, 1974,
pp. 3-4)
It is very clear that our society sees marriage as a more
wholesome situation and, if one examines the teachings of the
church, it would appear that the church concurs. In his paper
Yoder goes on to say that singleness is preferable to marriage. I
don't like making those kinds of comparisons. We need to make
people aware that marriage is not the only option for a Christian. I
think it's interesting that, in the face of the Jewish culture which
clearly made marriage the norm, both Jesus and Paul expressly
relativized the priority of marriage. There is not a lot of teaching in
the New Testament about celibacy-it's not widespread, or
repetitious-but what is there seems to be univocal.
As Yoder puts it, ''marriage in itself is not morally wrong, but
those who wish to marry have the burden of the proof. Singleness is
better for those who find their fulfillment in it and singleness is the
first duty of every single person until the reasons for marriage
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become clear." (Yoder, 1974, p. 4)
Very often in the church, we don't operate like that. We start
pairing children off before they are out of elementary school.
Mothers are told early to begin praying for the right mate for their
child. With the clear message that marriage is "the thing to do"
many Christian young people grow up thinking not "Will I
marry?" but "Who will I marry?" We all know cases of Christian
girls who marry very nominal Christians or even non-Christians
simply because it's better to be married to a non-Christian than to
be un-married.
David Maines has written a very interesting tract entitled "The
Option of Celibacy.'' In it he makes the point that teaching
children to make good choices is a very important part of
parenting. Our children need to know about the biblical option of
celibacy, which he defines as purposely choosing to remain single in
order to devote oneself to matters related to Christ's kingdom. He
goes on to say that most people are reluctant to approach this topic
because our society has conditioned us to feel that it is a fate worse
than death. I couldn't agree with him more. In our society that is
preoccupied with mating, we need to present the whole biblical picture.
One way to help single people move from the restricted to the
free category is by helping them realize that anyone who is single
now is single by choice. It may be a choice the person has consciously and deliberately made-by being "too choosy" or by
voluntarily giving oneself to Christ's service instead of marriage-or it may be the result of a situation that is not of one's own
choosing. Certainly in many cases the divorced and widowed did
not intentionally choose that state. However, once in that state, the
decision to remain single is a personal choice. Whatever the reason
for the choice, the bottom line is that nearly anyone can get married
if one wants to badly enough.

3.Differentiate Between Aloneness and Loneliness
From Cusco to Cairo, from Katmandu to Capetown-aching,
hurting loneliness is just as much a part of the life of the married as
those without a spouse. Loneliness is part of the human condition;
and perhaps the worst kind of loneliness is living constantly with
someone with whom one cannot communicate.
Loneliness is often masked with busy work, obsession with sue18
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cess or achievement, or overuse of food, alcohol or other drugs.
When frustration mounts, one pursues the form of escape even
more intensely. Antidotes to loneliness often begin with the difficult task of confronting the urgent need for meaningful relationships. We are never alone because Christ said, "Lo, I am with you
alway.'' However, whether celibate or not, the Christian is not free
from the responsibility of meaningful and creative relationships.
We need to help singles realize that they have an obligation to reach
out and touch others and to be part of the body of Christ. At the
same time we need to do what we can to reach out and incorporate
them.
When one is involved in caring relationships and is comfortable
with oneself, being alone can result in the kind of solitude that
Sarah Jepson refers to as "solitary refinement." Actually, every
normal healthy human being needs both solitude and intimacy. I
define solitude as being completely at home with oneself; intimacy,
being completely at home with another person. For those who are
married, there is automatically, hopefully, more intimacy; but it's
harder to get the solitude. For those who are single, there's
automatically more solitude, but it's harder to get the intimacy.
All of us need to remind ourselves that we require a variety of
relationships to fulfill our needs and to keep our lives meaningful
and growing. The tendency of many single people is to focus so
hard on trying to find one special person that they neglect other
relationships and end up feeling lonely and frustrated. Expecting
another person to meet all our needs is unrealistic and bound to
fail. In fact, it's idolatry-because it's putting another person in a
place that only God can fill.
We all need others, and part of being a Christian is the living and
belonging with each other. All normal people, regardless of their
marital status, need friends of both sexes with whom they can relate
caringly.
4. A void The Pain Of Perpetuated Stereotypes
There are many widespread stereotypes about singles. One is
what I refer to as the myth of "normality." This myth says all normal, well-adjusted people get married. To quote Yoder, "Modern
western society almost universally presupposes the more normativeness of married life as the only proper way to be an adult
human being. There is no fundamental difference at this point be19
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tween pagan and Christian cultural assumptions, or between
Catholic, evangelical or liberal Protestants." (1974, p. 1)
The point is, the myth of normality is perpetuated. The church
and Christians have bought it just as wholeheartedly as the world.
Listen any Sunday morning to conversations that go on after
church. Six-year-old Suzie is asked who her boyfriend is, and
10-year-old Jimmie is accosted and teased about his girlfriends.
Lord help the 16-year-old who doesn't have a beau in tow. As
Christians, our norms are to be different. We are not seeking selfsatisfaction, first, last and always. Our goal is to put Him first and
find fulfillment through Him. If fulfillment has to do with filling
life full, then singles can be just as fulfilled as married people.
This is the second myth-the myth of "fulfillment." It is communicated very extensively by the mass media which says you're
nobody until somebody loves you. The only way you can be fulfilled is to find the right person to love you. Looking to someone
else to fill you up and complete you makes them your Lord and
master. Again, that's contrary to what we as Christians believe
theologically. The Bible tells us clearly that God gives different
gifts to different people and they are to be exercised. They are not
to be a burden. I suspect, however, that singleness could well be
labeled "the gift that nobody wants." Yet, I believe it is one of
God's gifts. That doesn't mean that it will be easy, but it does mean
that it's something that can lead to real fulfillment.
The third myth is what I refer to as the "Noah's Ark Syndrome"
-the idea that everything is done in pairs. No one wants to be the
third wheel-the left-out person-so most of our social events include "pairing up." I like to encourage "being a peach in a pair
world." It's not easy, but it's possible.
A fourth stereotype says singleness means complete availability
to do what others are too busy for. "Because you're single you can
teach a Sunday School class." The implication is, since you don't
have the responsibilities of a marriage, you don't have any real
responsibilities, so let me dump some on you. There ought to be a
better reason for asking people to do things than their marital
status, particularly within the church.
I refer to another myth as the "yet focus." You're not married
yet. The emphasis is on the shifting ''yet.'' What frequently happens is that many singles, whether never married, divorced or
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widowed, don't make plans and use their lives productively,
because they're waiting for some knight in shining armor or some
beautiful damsel in distress to come along and justify their
existence. I think the book on singleness that I have enjoyed more
than any other is a book written by one of my former teachers, Elva
McAllaster. She suggests that we need to stop apologizing for being
single and say. ''For now, God has given me the freedom to be
single.''
And then there is labeling. Stereotypes are frequently perpetuated by our language. There is really no good term for an
adult, unmarried, single woman. If she's never been married, she
might be called an "old maid" in such a way as to suggest she's a
dried-up prune, or an "unclaimed jewel." McAllaster tells about
an ''unclaimed jewels'' party to which she was once invited. This is
what she says:
"Well it was a nice party and a very sociable occasion which I
enjoyed, but small blue-purple flame was growing inside me from
the moment of her invitation. It still ignites and rekindles now and
then. A small flame of indignation with a few orange tones of
anger. If you are a Christian, if you've asked God to direct your
life, if you are constantly living in Proverbs 3:5, 6 and Matthew
6:33 and Romans 8:28 and other promises like this, then it seems to
me it's getting over toward a blasphemy to call yourself an unclaimed jewel. Jewel, yes, but not unclaimed. Not when He has
claimed you for His very own, and placed you in the setting you
now occupy. He is the jeweler. If He puts you in a tiara, fine. If He
puts you in a necklace for a queen, fine. If He chips you into bits
and puts you into the mechanism of fine watches, that's His
prerogative. He is sovereign; He is the designer.'' (McAllaster,
1979, p. 67)

The point is very well taken. Those whose spouses have died we
refer to as widows and widowers, a term that suggests they've had a
past, but no future. The bachelor has sort of the risque swinging
orientation that is not at all what we would want to convey for
Christian men. A woman who is divorced is usually referred to as a
divorcee in such a way as to suggest she is less than respectable.
Language tells us some very interesting things! When you get
right down to it, all women in our culture are really separated into
two groups. There are those who have made it-that is, those who
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are married, the Mrs. 's-and those who are constantly reminded
every time they are formally addressed that they have "missed" out
on something-Miss Jones, Miss Smith. It's a very clear indication
of the fact that, so far as society is concerned, they haven't made it.
And then there is joking. Many times people kid other people. If
you called them on it, they would simply say that they know you're
a good Joe and you can take a joke-they're just kidding. If you
look at it seriously, it's not kidding; it's heckling which, as
McAllaster points out, makes your spirit shrivel.
How do we handle it? There are times when we need to confront
people, in the right spirit, about their heckling. Another way to
cope is with humor. One of the best stories I've heard is that of a
very vivacious middle-aged woman who had just given a speech.
She had been introduced, as she usually was, as a single woman. It
had nothing at all to do with the topic of her lecture. After the
speech, a lady came up to her and said, "How is it that a nice lady
like you isn't married?" She responded, "Oh, he died," and
paused. The questioner, very embarrassed, said, "I'm sorry." The
speaker continued, "At birth." I think humor is one of God's good
gifts and it often helps. I'm simply trying to raise some awareness
on your part of the kinds of labeling and joking we do. Very often
it feels like heckling and it hurts.
5. Develop an Awareness of Problems that Singles Face
a. Inferior Social Status
Getting married is a way of attaining instant social status. I'm
currently teaching a course on adult development, and recently we
spent almost a whole period trying to define an "adult." In our
society where we have no clear-cut rite of passage into adulthood,
marriage has traditionally served that function for many. I think
this hit me in the face a number of years ago, when my 16-year-old
niece got married. I realized that, for many people, she had now attained adult status in a way that I hadn't, in spite of the fact that I
had traveled around the world twice, lived abroad and done a
number of very interesting things. There is a sense in which being
single is considered an inferior social status.
b. Economic Discrimination
Many people think things have changed in the last few years, but
up until recently (and even now, in many places) it's been much
harder for a single person to attain a good financial rating or get
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credit. The implicit assumption is that if you can't handle the
responsibility of marriage, how in the world can you handle the
responsibility of money?
When it comes to economic discrimination, I think we need to remind ourselves that it's pretty hard for a person living alone to save
money on the "large economy size." Yet, that same person probably pays almost the same amount in utilities as a family. In terms
of income tax, personal tax and other kinds of goodies that we have
the privilege of sharing, singles pay a larger percentage. I am not
trying to develop a pity party. I am simply saying we need to be
aware that these are some of the problems that singles face.
c. Lack of Companionship
I think clearly a lack of companionship is one of the real
problems that singles face. When you come home from work,
whether it's been a good day or a bad day, there's no one to come
home to. If you've received a promotion, or had an accident,
there's no one to automatically celebrate or cry with. There is no
one to share the grandeur of a sunset; no one to share a pew in
church. Sitting alone in church is perhaps one of the most difficult
things, especially in our churches where we emphasize families so
much. There are many ways that we can reach out to singles.
On the other hand, if I were speaking to a single audience, I
would put this very differently. I would tell them that they have an
obligation to reach out to others. It works both ways.
d. Developing a Proper Independence
Developing a proper independence is another problem that
singles face. For many people, marriage is a way of proclaiming
your adulthood. As I said a while ago, it's sort of instant social
status, and consequently single people are regarded as less mature.
I think we need to help single people establish their independenceto find a place of their own to live. It is important for each person
to have a place to call home-a place to decorate and express individuality, a place to relax and be oneself; and a place to entertain
others and to share oneself.
I know there is some teaching today that says you need to stay
home until you're married. I really disagree. It is a mistake in our
world to go from father's house to spouse's house without ever
fending for oneself. Developing a sense of independence and a
sense of being capable of caring for oneself is important for both
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males and females.
Those who have had the experience of marriage and now are no
longer married, whether due to death, divorce or separation, also
face the problem of finding the proper degree of independence.
Sometimes, as the result of hurt and pain, they cling to everyone
around them, and won't stand on their own two feet. Certainly
during times of emotional trauma we need to give these persons
extra support. But if we allow people continued dependence on us
instead of encouraging them to develop a proper degree of independence, we hinder rather than help them.
The other side of that coin, whether for people who have never
been married, or people who are no longer married, is that independence can be exaggerated. I've had some missionaries talk to
me about the fact that some of the unmarried and divorced women
who were part of their mission team were so super independent that
they would not allow anyone to help them and became almost irate
when someone suggested it. It's the old swing of the pendulum.
Some singles face the problem of not being independent enough;
others face the problem of being so independent that it's dysfunctional.
e. Sexual Needs
I think it's sad that in our society sexuality has been seen totally
as genital sex. God created us as sexual human beings and when at
creation He said, "That's very good," He took into account the
whole person that He had made. Viewing sexuality as a gift is difficult for us because we're captives of a culture that idolizes genital
sexuality. It takes one part of a good gift and blows it so out of proportion that we think that's all there is. Thus, even Christians
subtly begin to act as if marriage equals sexual fulfillment and
therefore wholeness, while singleness equals a lack of wholeness
because there is no sexual fulfillment.
When Jesus became a man he became a sexual human being.
That's hard for a lot of people to cope with. I believe that He was
whole and fulfilled, even though he was celibate. Sexual desire
doesn't necessarily mean the need for genital sex. It might be the
need to be accepted, the need to be reassured of one's masculinity
or femininity, or the need for closeness, intimacy or love.
Actually, what's often mistaken as the need for genital satisfaction is the need for intimacy. If the need for intimacy is satisfied,
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the need for physiological genital experience is lessened. As human
beings, we need intimacy for survival, but we can have intimacy
without genital sex. Intimacy means being fully at home with
someone-being able to be yourself. The result is a relationship
close enough to produce the friction to smooth off some of the
rough edges. It's possible for singles to become smug and selfsatisfied, so we need others to interact with (Georgean, 1974).
f. Proper Attitude Toward the Opposite Sex
We all need persons of both sexes to relate to. When one is hurt
by a member of the opposite sex, whether by never being chosen,
by being chosen and then rejected, or by being deserted, it's very
easy to react against that situation by generalizing and writing off
everyone of the opposite sex.
It's hard to have a proper attitude if you see those of the opposite
sex only as possible mate material. Those people who assess anyone
within a decade or two of their age for spouse-ability, are not very
likely to relate to them as human beings who need to be accepted
for who they are.
g. Affirmation Need
All of us need to feel that we are important to someone, or some
others. In other words, we need to be needed. In a good marriage
one receives a lot of affirmation. When one is not in a marriage
relationship, one has to find other ways of meeting those affirmation needs. We must constantly work at finding ways to affirm
singles for their strengths, their gifts and as whole people-not as
half-people who are doing the best they can.
6. Help Singles Celebrate the Joys of Singleness
There are real privileges involved with being single even though
one doesn't often hear about them. These privileges are most likely
to be realized by those in the free category.
a. Freedom for Service
Even a secular book such as Roger Gould's Transformations
makes the point that singleness allows the freedom to make commitments to low-paying public service or political jobs because only
one's own living standard is being sacrificed. There are many areas
in the world today that need Christians showing the love of Christ
through their service; but many of those opportunities are best
taken by single people who do not demand that a whole family
sacrifice because of their desire to serve.
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Paul's objective in I Cor. 7:35 was to secure "undistracted devotion to the Lord." In Greek that word is a servant's term meaning
to be "constantly attendant" or sitting near. Rather than a burden
or an obligation, such undistracted devotion is the overflow experience of the single adult who is putting Christ first and looking
to Him for fulfillment of all needs. I doubt that there has ever
been a time when it was more important for singles to hear the clear
challenge of the scriptures to give the Lord their undistracted devotion. (Cavanaugh, 1984, p. 18, 53)
b. The Opportunity for Solitary Refinement
A person who is single can take time to develop a real sense of
who they are and what their gifts and abilities are.
Personhood precedes partnership. If more Christians spent time
developing themselves, they would have more to offer to their relationships. We are so pushed to develop that one all-important relationship leading to marriage, that often half-people seek to become
whole by uniting with another half-person. I sincerely believe that
no one is ready to get married until they are ready to be single.
(Gish, 1982)
c. Greater Financial Flexibility
A single person has the flexibility to give generously to someone
in need, even to the point of sacrifice. Living on hamburgers for the
next month might not be the most enjoyable thing in the world, yet
a single person could do it, experience the exhilaration of a good
deed done, and at the same time not sentence a spouse and children
to suffer the same consequences. I have a dear friend who, in her
early thirties, thought it would be a good thing to buy a house. She
had almost enough money for a down payment on that house,
when there was a real need in her denominational mission. She gave
sacrificially to meet that need and, because of that, still does not
own a house. She still rents, but no one else is suffering that loss of
financial equity.
d. A Wide Range of Friends
When one is not involved in a marriage relationship, it is possible
to be involved with many different people, without the limited time
of a potentially jealous partner, or friends whom a spouse also
finds acceptable and enjoyable. Involvement with many different
people highlights different parts of us. It is important for singles to
have a range of friends each of whom meets different needs.
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e. Personal Freedom and Independence
The single person has a far greater degree of freedom to come
and go. It's possible to make a flying weekend visit to a friend or to
go shopping at the drop of a hat, stay up all night reading an interesting book, or dash out on an errand of mercy without having
to explain, ask permission or justify to anyone.
Single people are free to pursue a career with vigor or free to
change careers if that seems appropriate. The freedom to be
satisfied in whatever one is doing is sometimes denied to those who
have a spouse or family depending on them.
f. Decreased Scheduling Conflicts
Not the least of the privileges that singles have is the freedom of
not having to coordinate one's schedule with that of three or four
other busy people.
7. Remember That Growth is a Lifelong Affair
I think there's a sense in which single people learn to depend on
the Lord in greater ways than married people do because they don't
have another human being as a crutch to depend on. It's important
for them, though, to see that they need to keep growing as persons.
You are what you read, what you see and what you think about.
That goes for the Word, too. It goes beyond just reading the Bible.
One must dig into it and find out for oneself what God's Word
really says. Growth is a very important part of all our lives and we
need to help singles find a way to keep growing.
8. We Need to Make Singles a Vital Part of the Church, as
Members of the Body of Christ
Singles should be involved in the total church community where
they can enjoy the diversity of the whole body of Christ. They need
to have close involvement with families and with persons of all
ages. The sense of security that is so often lacking in single persons
can be provided by having a group of people committed to caring
for their personal needs and sharing in the totality of that single
person's life. That's important for every single, and becomes
doubly important, I think, for those who have single families.
This is an area we need to grapple with. What does it mean to be
the Body of Christ in our world? A part of it is providing the support, affirmation and involvement for single adults without
children, or single adults whose children have grown and gone. We
need to get people involved in the church as human beings, not just
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as singles. I personally have very negative feelings against
separating singles out and having a special class just for them. That
almost says, we're going to divide you up on the basis of your
"handicap."
However, there is a developmental aspect here. For some singles,
particularly the newly divorced, there is a very great need for a support group. If other people in the church share a similar status, a
singles group with the focus on working through some of their
problems might be very appropriate at that particular stage in their
lives. So, while it's possible at times to have a class just for singles,
generally speaking, it's much more helpful to get singles involved in
the life of the church and involved with families. Involve them as
part of a chtuch of whole people and not just as singles who
haven't quite made it.
9. Your Attitude Shows
Last of all, remember that your attitude makes a difference. Do
your actions and words show that you really believe that it's OK to
be single? You can say what you want, but if your actions and
words do not agree, then what you say really doesn't carry much
weight. "It may seem curious that the God who deliberately wove
marriage and family into the very warp and woof of his society
should choose in the fullness of time to step center stage in the person of the celibate Galilean. Actually, it's more than curious-it's
powerfully significant. It says loudly and clearly that marriage or
singleness is not the issue. Both states are fully approved in the
divine order. The real message of God, whether engraved or incarnate, is the good news that there is wholeness for every personwhatever their state. Jesus, by his words and his lifestyle, clearly affirmed singleness, but he did not crusade for it. His crusade, his
mission, was personhood." (Ginder, 1977, p. 10) The implication is
that when an individual discovers the wholeness that Jesus offers, it
is possible to be fulfilled and live a life of celebration no matter
what one's marital status.
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